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Abstract: Deep learning has been widely used in natural language processing (NLP) such as document classification.
For example, self-attention has achieved significant improvement in NLP. However, it has been pointed out that al-
though deep learning accurately classifies documents, it is difficult for users to interpret the basis of the decision. In this
paper, we focus on the task of classifying open-data news documents by their theme with a deep neural network with
self-attention. We then propose methods for providing the interpretability for these classifications. First, we classify
news documents by LSTM with a self-attention mechanism and then show that the network can classify documents
highly accurately. Second, we propose five methods for providing the basis of the decision by focusing on various
values, e.g., attention, the gradient between input and output values of a neural network, and classification results of
a document with one word. Finally, we evaluate the performance of these methods in four evaluating ways and show
that these methods can present interpretability suitably. In particular, the methods based on documents with one word
can provide interpretability, which is extracting the words that have a strong influence on the classification results.
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1. Introduction

Deep learning, has become widely used for a variety of pur-
poses such as natural language processing. In particular, methods
based on transformer and attention [1] or BERT (Bidirectional
Encoder Representations from Transformers) [2], are increasing
their importance. Deep learning uses multi-layered neural net-
works such as Deep Neural Network (DNN), Convolutional Neu-
ral Network (CNN), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), and Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) based on RNN. This achieved a
significant advance in many fields, especially in natural language
processing and image recognition.

These achieved remarkable improvement, however, it has been
stated in several papers that a system based on deep learning
accurately performed inference but it was a black-box [3], [4].
Namely, its output was not interpretable and the basis of its de-
cision was not presented. As a result, they stated that decisions
of deep learning cannot be trusted. There are many situations
wherein a decision must be interpreted and explained. For exam-
ple, a judge has to explain its judgment, a politician has to explain
for its election voters, and a manager has to explain its strategies
for its shareholders. We then expect that providing interpretabil-
ity for decisions done by a deep learning system is important.

In this paper, we focus on a task of two-class classification of
news documents with specified themes and classify them with
LSTM with self-attention. We then discuss methods for pro-
viding interpretability for the decision by a deep neural network
with self-attention. We proposed five methods for providing in-
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terpretability and evaluate them in several aspects. In the case of
image classification, identifying pixels that strongly influenced
the classification result is one of the explaining ways [5], [6].
Based on these existing works, we aim to identify the words
that strongly influence the classification results as providing in-
terpretability and the basis of decisions.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 refers
to related work of providing interpretability on a decision of ma-
chine learning such as deep learning. Section 3 explains our ex-
periments for news documents classification by LSTM with self-
attention. Section 4 proposes five methods for providing inter-
pretability. Section 5 evaluates the proposed methods in several
ways. Section 6 discusses suitable evaluating methods of inter-
pretability provision. Section 7 concludes this work.

2. Related Work

2.1 NLP with Self-attention
Self-attention [7], [8] is a neural network model that consists

of a Bidirectional LSTM combined with Attention [1]. The Bidi-
rectional LSTM [3] performs computations in two opposite di-
rections, forwards and backwards, to a single output. The output
layer can obtain information from both directions simultaneously.
In the case of natural language processing (NLP), the output layer
can be affected by both past and future states. Context consider-
ing forward and backward is taken into account.

2.2 Providing Interpretability on Decision of Machine
Learnings

Ribeiro et al. argue that the interpretability of decisions in ma-
chine learning is important [4]. They pointed out that most ma-
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chine learning models were black boxes, and argued that under-
standing the reasons behind predictions was important in assess-
ing trust. They showed a learning model that decided whether an
animal in a photo was a husky or a wolf with a basis whether its
background was snow or not, and then argued that this was a “bad
model.”

Several papers on methods for extracting the basics of deci-
sion and providing interpretability have been published. As meth-
ods for providing interpretability of decisions by deep neural net-
works, several methods by showing a saliency map. Simonyan
et al. proposed Vanilla Gradients [9]. This method generated an
image, which maximized the class score [10], thus visualizing the
notion of the class, captured by a deep convolutional network.
This then created a class saliency map, which was specific to a
given image and class. Smilkov et al. focused on explanation by
identifying pixels that strongly influence the decision [5]. They
then proposed SmoothGrad to create a sensitivity map based on
the gradient of the class score function concerning the input im-
age. SmoothGrad added Gaussian noise to the input values of
a CNN. It then calculated the gradient value, which was the
change in the output value in relation to the change in the in-
put value, for each input dimension and extracted the pixels with
the large gradient value as the basis for a decision. In the work of
Refs. [5], [9], they applied their methods only for image recogni-
tion, and no discussion on an application on NLP was presented.
Samek et al. focused on a heatmap, which quantified the impor-
tance of individual pixels with reference to the classification deci-
sion and visualized importance in pixel/input space, and tackled
a problem of quantifying the quality of a heatmap [11]. They as-
sumed that flipping the most salient pixels first should lead to
high performance decay, and then proposed a region perturbation
strategy based on this assumption.

Selvaraju et al. proposed Grad-CAM [12] that was a method
to show the basis of CNN decisions. This method visualized the
pixels that contributed to the classification by using the gradi-
ent value between the input value of the CNN and the output
value of the final layer of the convolutional layers. Grad-CAM
was applied to also NLP and published in some sites [13], [14].
However, a variety of evaluations and discussions on evaluating
ways in NLP were not presented. Li et al. plotted neural unit
values to visualize compositionality of negation, intensification,
and concessive clauses in NLP [15]. They then visualized a unit’s
salience. They measured how much each input neural unit con-
tributed to the final decision by approximating by first derivatives
with the first-order Taylor expansion. DeYoung et al. proposed
methods to evaluate rationales in NLP [16]. They aimed to cap-
ture the extent to which rationales provided by a model in fact
informed its predictions. They calculated the difference between
the predicted probabilities from the original model and the model
that the rationales were stripped. They assumed that a large dif-
ference implied that the rationales were indeed influential in the
prediction. Serrano counted how many important words needed
to be erased before a prediction flipped [17]. Arras et al. also
proposed to measure the impact of perturbing or erasing words
identified as important on model output [18]. These works are
contributing, especially for evaluating extracted words. Our eval-

uating methods, which are the methods 1-1 and 1-2 in Section 5,
are based on these previous works. However, unlike this paper,
these works presented neither a method for evaluating the direc-
tion in a classification of a word nor an evaluation based on an
automatically generated table that is assumed correct. Also in the
above-mentioned work of Ref. [4], the authors proposed LIME
for making a decision of classification interpretable. In the work
of Ref. [6], a simple method to add interpretability to support vec-
tor machine (SVM) decisions by focusing on the absolute value
of the SVM weight vector was proposed.

In our previous work [19], [20], [21], we focused on the inter-
pretability of decisions of machine learning such as deep learn-
ing, and proposed methods for presenting the basis of decisions.
In the work of Ref. [19], we classified review documents as high
rating or low rating ones using SVM and DNN and then proposed
methods for providing interpretability. The methods for SVM and
DNN used the absolute value of each dimension of the weight
vector of SVM and applied SmoothGrad to NLP, respectively. We
revealed that machine learning sometimes performed classifica-
tion that was based on a subjectively unsuitable basis even in the
case of high classification accuracy and pointed out that the model
was nearly a bad model. In the work of Ref. [20], we classified
two types of news documents based on self-attention and pro-
posed a method that extended SmoothGrad to natural language
processing and a method that used attention values for providing
interpretability. In the work of Ref. [21], we proposed methods
based on NLG, Attention, and WD, and evaluated the methods
in several ways. NLG and WD are explained in Section 4. This
paper is based on these previous papers, especially the work of
Ref. [21].

Many works on XAI (explainable artificial intelligence) have
been published [22], [23], [24]. Many researchers pointed out the
black-box nature of AI. They argued that an important issue of
the use of AI-based systems was its often lack of transparency
and then raised a discussion on XAI. In addition, systems for XAI
also were published [25]. This paper is standing also on these ex-
isting works. These many works mostly focus on image recogni-
tion. These did not present enough discussion on explanation on
natural language classification with various deep neural networks
such as networks supported by self-attention or transformer.

3. New Documents Classification by LSTM
with Self-attention

In this paper, we classify news documents with deep learning,
and discuss methods for presenting a basis for decision using this
classification. In this section, we explain this news document
classification.

3.1 Target Documents and Method of Classification
We selected two types of articles from the nine themes of the

livedoor news corpus as classification targets. We then classified
whether a randomly selected document belonged to the first type
or the second type of articles by LSTM with self-attention.

Figure 1 illustrates the overview of the used neural network
and its input and output data. Figure 2 describes its pseudo code.
We used MeCab 0.996 for morphological analysis and NEologd
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Fig. 1 Input, output, and neural network.

Fig. 2 Pseudo code.

for the MeCab dictionary. Distributed representations of words
are created by fastText with the pre-trained model by the Japanese
Wikipedia corpus. All the words, including symbols, are not ex-
cluded. The setups of the neural network with self-attention were
as follows. The number of the dimensions of the output of Bidi-
rectional LSTM was 512. The number of dimensions of each
word in distributed representation was 300. The optimization
function was Adam. The learning rate was 0.001. The batch
size was 128. The used loss function was CrossEntropy. PyTorch
1.3.1 was used as a deep learning library. 80% and 20% of all the
documents were used for training and testing, respectively. The
training was executed until the loss, which is the output value of
the loss function, saturated.

The livedoor news corpus includes nine topics, which are
Kaden Channel, smax, topic news, Sports Watch, IT life hack,
MOVIE ENTER, dokujo, HOMME, and Peachy. The numbers
of documents, numbers of words (morphemes), and numbers of
kinds of words of topics are described in Table 1.

Table 1 Statistics of the livedoor news corpus.

3.2 Accuracy of Classification
First, we selected Kaden Channel and smax as classification

targets. Kaden Channel and smax are sets of news documents
about consumer electronics and mobile gadgets, respectively. The
reason why we first selected these two themes from the nine
themes is that the accuracy of classification in these two themes
was the highest. The accuracy of the two-class classification was
99.1%. The numbers of documents for testing were 174 and 173
for Kaden Channel and smax, respectively. One document of
Kaden Channel was incorrectly classified as a smax document.
Two smax documents were classified as Kaden Channel docu-
ments incorrectly.

We think deep learning classified documents highly accurately,
but the basis of the classification for interpretation was not pre-
sented.

There are nine themes in the livedoor news corpus, and there
are 9C2 = 36 combinations of two themes. The accuracy of
the combination of Kaden Channel and smax was the highest
among all combinations. In this study, we focus on the fact
that deep learning can correctly infer but its decision is not in-
terpretable. Therefore, we first discuss interpretability with the
classification with the highest accuracy. We second discuss the
other seven themes. We chose the sets of combinations of two
themes that have the highest total accuracies from all the other
seven sets of the combinations. The sets are (Dokujo Tsushin,
Topic News), (Peachy, Sports Watch), (IT Life Hack, Movie En-
ter), and (Livedoor Homme, Kaden Channel). Because the num-
ber of the themes was an odd number, only one theme, which
was Kaden Channel, was used twice. Extraction of the basis of
classifications with low accuracies is expected to contribute to
identifying the causes of incorrect classification and discussing
ways to improve accuracy. This extraction also is expected to be
useful.

4. Providing Interpretability

In this section, we propose five methods for providing the basis
for classification decisions: the norm NLG method, the Attention
method, the WD method, the NLG*WD method, and the Att*WD
method.
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Fig. 3 WD and investing document.

4.1 Norm NLG Method
The norm NLG method, which stands for the natural language

gradient method, is a naive application of SmoothGrad [5] to
natural language processing by LSTM with self-attention. This
method adds Gaussian noise to input words in a distributed rep-
resentation and calculates gradient, which is the change in the
output value relative to the size of the added noise. The gradi-
ent is obtained for each dimension of each input word. Namely,
a vector of 300 dimensions is obtained for each input word. In
this paper, we call the norm of this vector of gradients for each
word norm NLG. This method considers that words with a large
norm NLG are important words for classification, i.e., the basis
for classification. This method’s score is the norm of this vector.

This method takes magnitude into account but does not take
direction into account. A word with a large norm NLG is a word
that has a large impact on classification. However, this method
does not take into account whether the word has a large influence
on the true decision or false decision.

4.2 Attention Method
The Attention method checks the attention value given to each

input word in documents classification using LSTM with self-
attention and considers words with large attention values impor-
tant basis for classification. This method’s score is the attention
value.

4.3 WD Method
The WD method, which stands for word direction method, cre-

ates an investigating document for each word in the input docu-
ment. Each investigating document contains only a single word in
the input document. This method inputs every investigating doc-
ument to the model for classification and uses the output value of
the neural network as the value for the basis for the classification
of the word. This method’s score is the output value of the neural
network.

Figure 3 illustrates the WD method. First, a sentence (docu-
ment) is split into multiple morphemes by morphological anal-
ysis. Second, every morpheme creates an investing document.

For example, if a document contains morphemes w0, w1, and w2,
three investing documents are created. The first investing doc-
ument is a document that contains only one word (morpheme)
w0. The second investing document is composed of only w1.
The third one is composed of only w2. Third, every investing
document is input into the neural network. An “investing docu-
ment” in Fig. 3 corresponds to “sentence” in Fig. 1. Forth, the out-
put value from the neural network is obtained. The “nn output:
(nno0, nno1, nno2, . . . nnon−1)” in Fig. 1 corresponds to “WDx” in
Fig. 3. In the case of an investing document, the number of
dimensions of the output vector is one, i.e., the output is like
“nn output: (nno0).” This value (nno0) is the score of the WD
method.

This method takes both magnitude and direction into account.
However, this method does not take the context of each word into
account.

4.4 NLG*WD Method
The NLG*WD method uses the product of the norm NLG

value and the sign of the WD value of each word as the basis for
the classification. The norm NLG value is a positive real num-
ber, and the sign of the WD value is +1 or −1. The norm NLG
and the sing of WD represent the magnitude and the direction as
a basis for classification, respectively. The norm NLG value can
be determined by the way in Section 4.1. The WD value is deter-
mined by the way in Section 4.3. Its sign is easily determined by
checking if the WD value is larger than 0. This method’s score is
the product of the norm NLG value and the sign of the WD.

4.5 Att*WD Method
The Att*WD method uses the product of the Attention value,

which is a positive real number, and the sign of the WD value,
which is +1 or −1, as the basis of classification for each word,
where the Attention value and the sign of the WD value represent
the magnitude and direction of the basis, respectively. The Atten-
tion value can be determined in the way in Section 4.2. The WD
value is determined by the way in Section 4.3. Its sign is easily
determined by checking if the WD value is larger than 0. This
method’s score is the product of the Attention value and the sign
of the WD.

5. Evaluation

5.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluated the five proposed methods using four different

evaluation methods (methods 1-1, 1-2, 2-1, and 2-2). Appropri-
ate evaluating methods are discussed in Section 6. Five docu-
ments were randomly selected from each of themes for classi-
fication and, in all evaluations, these documents were classified
by LSTM with self-attention. The sets of themes for classifica-
tion are (smax, Kaden Channel), (Dokujo Tsushin, Topic News),
(Peachy, Sports Watch), (IT Life Hack, Movie Enter), and (Live-
door Homme, Kaden Channel), as described in Section 3.2. The
five proposed methods provided interpretability to every classifi-
cation. As we described in Section 1, providing interpretability
means identifying the words that strongly influence the classifi-
cation results. In all of the above classifications, deep learning
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performed the classification correctly.
In the evaluation method 1-1, the words that a method specified

as the basis are deleted from the document in order of their scores
specified by the method. Then, the documents whose words were
deleted were classified using the model. Words were deleted
one by one until the model incorrectly classified. We evaluated
the performance of each method based on the number of deleted
words at incorrect classification.

If the model is classified incorrectly after the deletion of only
a small number of words, we can assume that those words had a
strong influence on the classification results and the method could
extract a better basis. However, repeated word deletion results in
a document that differs significantly from the original document.
Evaluation with such a document may not be suitable.

In the evaluation method 1-2, to avoid the evaluation with doc-
uments that differ significantly from the original documents in the
evaluation method 1-1, we deleted at most 10 words that have the
highest scores of each method from the original document. We
evaluated every method based on the size of the decrease in the
output value of the neural network to the deletion of the words.

In the evaluation methods 2-1 and 2-2, a ranking table of words
is created based on the scores given by each method. Naturally,
the method that gives a higher score to words with an important
basis is the suitable method. We compare this ranking table of
each method with the ranking table assumed correct. We evalu-
ated the proposed methods with the assumption that the closer the
two tables are, the better the method is.

The ranking table assumed correct is created as follows. First,
we delete a word from a document. Second, we input the docu-
ment, a word of which was deleted, into the neural network and
obtain the output value, which indicates the classification result.
Third, we compare the output values before and after the deletion
of a word and calculate the difference. In this paper, we refer to
this difference as “the evaluation change by a deletion of a word.”
If the output value changes for incorrect classification, the eval-
uation change is positive. If it changes for correct classification
more, the change is negative. Fourth, we calculate this evalua-
tion change for every word in a document and create a ranking
table of words in order by the evaluation change. This is the table
assumed correct.

In the evaluation method 2-1, the correlation coefficient be-
tween the ranking table presented by each method and the ranking
table assumed correct is calculated. Every word has two ranking
orders in two tables. The correlation coefficient between these
two ranking orders is calculated. We assume that the higher the
correlation coefficient is, the better the method is.

In the evaluation method 2-2, we calculate the nDCG [6] of the
top 30 words with the highest evaluation change, which are the
top 30 words in the ranking table assumed correct, in the ranking
table of each method. We assume that the higher the nDCG is,
the better the method is.

5.2 Experimental Result
Figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 show the results of the evalua-

tion method 1-1. The vertical axis shows the average percentage
of the number of deleted words before incorrect classification in

Fig. 4 Number of deleted words before incorrect classification (all themes).

Fig. 5 Number of deleted words before incorrect classification (smax,
Kaden Channel).

Fig. 6 Number of deleted words before incorrect classification (Dokujo
Tsushin, Topic News).

Fig. 7 Number of deleted words before incorrect classification (Peachy,
Sports Watch).
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Fig. 8 Number of deleted words before incorrect classification (IT Life
Hack, Movie Enter).

Fig. 9 Number of deleted words before incorrect classification (Livedoor
Homme, Kaden Channel).

the five documents in each theme and the ten documents of both
themes. A percentage indicates the number of deleted words di-
vided by the total number of words in the document. Figure 4
depicts the averages of all the themes and each theme. The av-
erages of each theme are the same with the “both (average)” val-
ues in Fig. 5 to Fig. 9. Figure 4 indicates that the WD method
achieved the best performance, i.e., the least deletion rate, and the
Att*WD and NLG*WD methods followed in the average in all
themes. Compared with these three methods, the performance of
the norm NLG and Attention methods was significantly inferior.
Almost the same trends were observed in each classification in
Fig. 4. Namely, the WD method achieved the best or almost best
performances in all the cases, which are the best performances
in four cases and performance very close to the best one in one
case. Attn*WD also achieved the second-best in four cases, and
NLG*WD achieved the third-best in four of the five cases.

Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 show the results of each theme of each
classification. Similar results were obtained also for each theme
in each classification. For example, in the case of the smax and
Kaden Channel themes in Fig. 1, the WD method had the low-
est deletion ratio, and the NLG*WD and Att*WD methods had
similar ratios in the smax theme. In the Kaden Channel theme,
these three methods performed remarkably better than the norm
NLG and Attention methods. The norm NLG method had the
highest percentage in 14 cases of the 16 cases in all the experi-
ments – three cases in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 and one case in Fig. 4
– and did not incorrectly classify unless around 80% or more of
the words were deleted. From these results, we can conclude that
the NLG*WD, Att*WD, and WD methods are the most suitable

Fig. 10 Transitions of the neural network output (smax 6736017, smax and
Kanden Channel).

Fig. 11 Transitions of the neural network output (Kaden Channel 6237932,
smax and Kaden Channel).

methods for providing interpretability in the aspect of deleting
words until they incorrectly classify.

Figure 10 and 11 show the transitions of the output values of
the neural network while deleting words until the incorrect clas-
sification of a document of each theme of the first classification,
which is the classification between smax and Kaden Channel as
described in Section 3.1. The vertical axis of the figure is the
output value of the neural network, and the horizontal axis is the
percentage of deleted words. For comparison, we also show the
transition of the output value while deleting words in random or-
der. From the figures, we can see that the NLG*WD, Att*WD,
and WD methods, which showed good performances in Fig. 5,
showed rapid decreases, and the difference between them was
not quite large. The results show also that the output value rarely
decreases with deleting random words. This implies that the pro-
posed methods, including worse ones, suitably chose words for
interpretability. Focusing on the results with a small number
of deleted words, especially in Fig. 10, the NLG*WD achieved
pretty good performance. The transitions of the output values
of the second classifications are shown in Figs. 12, 13, 14, 15,
16, 17, 18, and 19. We can find similar trends also in these fig-
ures. Namely, the WD method worked best and the Att*WD and
NGL*Wd methods followed in many cases.

Figures 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25 show the results of the eval-
uation method 1-2. In Figs. 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25, the horizontal
and vertical axes show the number of words deleted and the aver-
age of the evaluation results of 10 documents, respectively. Fig-
ure 20 shows the averages of these results. Figure 20 indicates
that Att*WD and NLG*WD worked best, and WD did slightly
less in the cases the number of deleted words was very small.
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Fig. 12 Transitions of the neural network output (Dokujo Tsushin 5803851,
Dokujo Tsushin and Topic News).

Fig. 13 Transitions of the neural network output (Topic News 6886968,
Dokujo Tsushin and Topic News).

Fig. 14 Transitions of the neural network output (Peachy 6907491, Peachy
and Sports Watch).

Fig. 15 Transitions of the neural network output (Sports Watch 6904496,
Peachy and Sports Watch).

NLG and Attention did not work effectively also in this evalua-
tion. In other words, WD and methods using WD obtained better
performance similar to the evaluation method 1-1.

The WD method that performed best in the evaluation method
1-1, in which a large number of words were deleted, did not per-
form best in the evaluation method 1-2, in which a small num-

Fig. 16 Transitions of the neural network output (IT Life Hack 6631652, IT
Life Hack and Movie Enter).

Fig. 17 Transitions of the neural network output (Movie Enter 6499721, IT
Life Hack and Movie Enter).

Fig. 18 Transitions of the neural network output (Livedoor Homme
6690686, Livedoor Homme and Kaden Channel).

Fig. 19 Transitions of the neural network output (Kaden Channel 6908995,
Livedoor Homme and Kaden Channel).

ber of words were deleted, and was the third-best among the five
methods in Fig. 20. Focusing on the results in each classification,
we can see similar trends in many cases. Att*WD performed
best or nearly best in all the cases. NGL*WD and WD followed
Att*WD in many cases. NLG and Attention did worse in many
cases. Figures 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 to 35 show the
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Fig. 20 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (average of all the classifications).

Fig. 21 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Kaden Channel, smax).

Fig. 22 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Dokujo Tsushin, Topic News).

Fig. 23 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Peachy, Sports Watch).

result of one document in each theme of the classifications. These
show a similar trend. The NLG*WD and Att*WD methods, es-
pecially the Att*WD method, performed well in most cases. The

Fig. 24 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (IT Life Hack, Movie Enter).

Fig. 25 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Livedoor Homme, Kaden Channel).

Fig. 26 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (smax 6736017).

Fig. 27 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Kaden Channel 6237932).

NLG and Attention methods did not perform suitably. All the
methods including NLG and Attention methods worked effec-
tively in the case of the classification between Kaden Channel
and smax, which was the classification with the highest accuracy.

As described in Section 5.2, it may not be appropriate to use a
document in which many words are deleted from the original one.
Based on this assumption, we expect that the WD method, which
showed the highest performance in the performance evaluation 1-
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Fig. 28 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Dokujo Tsushin 5803851).

Fig. 29 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Topic News 6886968).

Fig. 30 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Peachy 6907491).

Fig. 31 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Sports Watch 6904496).

Fig. 32 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (IT Life Hack 6631652).

Fig. 33 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Movie Enter 6499721).

Fig. 34 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Livedoor Homme 6690686).

Fig. 35 Decrease in the output value with deletion of a small number of
words (Kaden Channel 6908995).

Fig. 36 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that cre-
ated by each method (average and all).

1 but non-best performance in the evaluation 1-2, is not an appro-
priate method. We can conclude that the NLG*WD and Att*WD
methods, which provided good performances in both evaluations
1-1 and 1-2, are suitable methods for providing interpretability.

The experimental results of the evaluation method 2-1 are
shown in Figures 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, and 41. The “all theme
(average)” in Fig. 36 is the average of the values in Figs. 37, 38,
39, 40, and 41. The other values in Fig. 36 are the same as the
values of “both (average)” in Figs. 37, 38, 39, 40, and 41. In
the document classification of this paper, the neural network out-
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Fig. 37 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that cre-
ated by each method (Kaden Channel, smax).

Fig. 38 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that cre-
ated by each method (Dokujo Tsushin, Topic News).

Fig. 39 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that cre-
ated by each method (Peachy, Sports Watch).

Fig. 40 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that cre-
ated by each method (IT Life Hack, Movie Enter).

puts a positive value if the network classifies the document as
that of the first theme. It outputs a negative value if it does as
one of the second theme. Therefore, the larger the correlation

Fig. 41 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that cre-
ated by each method (Livedoor Homme, Kaden Channel).

Fig. 42 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that cre-
ated by each method (smax 6736017, Kaden Channel 6237932).

Fig. 43 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that
created by each method (Dokujo Tsushin 5803851, Topic News
6886968).

coefficient for the first theme, the better the presentation of inter-
pretability. Similarly, the smaller the correlation coefficient for
the second theme is, the better it is. In the figures, the average of
the correlation coefficient of the first theme and that of the sec-
ond theme multiplied by −1 is shown as “both (average)”. In
Fig. 37, we can see that the correlation coefficients of the three
methods NLG*WD, Att*WD, and WD are high (good) in the av-
erage and all five cases. The performances of these three methods
are almost equal. WD method slightly outperformed Att*WD,
and Att*WD slightly outperformed NLG*WD. The Attention
method achieved a good performance in the evaluation 2-2, its
performance in this evaluation was remarkably low. The norm
NGL did not work well similar to the evaluations 1-1 and 1-2.
Figures 42, 43, 44, 45, and 46 show the results of one docu-
ment in each theme. The results showed a similar trend, i.e., the
NLG*WD, Att*WD, and WD methods performed better.
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Fig. 44 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that cre-
ated by each method (Peachy 6907491, Sports Watch 6904496).

Fig. 45 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that
created by each method (IT Life Hack 6631652, Movie Enter
6499721).

Fig. 46 Correlation coefficient between table assumed correct and that cre-
ated by each method (Livedoor Homme 6690686, Kaden Channel
6908995).

Fig. 47 nDGC in ranking table by each method (average and all).

The experimental results of the evaluation method 2-2 are
shown in Figures 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, and 52. The “all themes (av-
erage)” in Fig. 47 is the average of all “both (average)” in Figs. 48,

Fig. 48 nDGC in ranking table by each method (Kaden Channel, smax).

Fig. 49 nDGC in ranking table by each method (Dokujo Tsushin, Topic
News).

Fig. 50 nDGC in ranking table by each method (Peachy, Sports Watch).

Fig. 51 nDGC in ranking table by each method (IT Life Hack, Movie
Enter).

49, 50, 51, and 52. The other values in Fig. 47 are the same as the
values in Figs. 48, 49, 50, 51, and 52. The vertical axis shows
the average of the nDCG values. This value is large if the top
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Fig. 52 nDGC in ranking table by each method (Livedoor Homme, Kaden
Channel).

Fig. 53 nDGC in ranking table by each method (smax 6736017, Kaden
Channel 6237932).

Fig. 54 nDGC in ranking table by each method (Dokujo Tsushin 5803851,
Topic News 6886968).

Fig. 55 nDGC in ranking table by each method (Peachy 6907491, Sports
Watch 6904496).

30 words in the ranking table assumed correct are ranked highly
in the ranking table of each method. In particular, the value is
large if the top or near-top words in the ranking table assumed
correct are ranked highly in the tables. Figure 47 shows that the

Fig. 56 nDGC in ranking table by each method (IT Life Hack 6631652,
Movie Enter 6499721).

Fig. 57 nDGC in ranking table by each method (Livedoor Homme
6690686, Kaden Channel 6908995).

WD and Att*WD methods have the best and second-best perfor-
mances in the average of all articles, followed by the Attention
method. This trend is observed also in many of the classifica-
tions in Fig. 47. In the classification between smax and Kaden
Channel, all the methods achieved good performances, which is
around 0.9. In the other cases, the performances of norm NLG
were remarkably less than the others. Focusing on each theme in
Figures 48, 49, 50, 51, and 52, we can see that the Att*WD, WD,
and Attention methods were the best or nearly best in most cases.
Namely, similar trends can be observed in many of themes. Fig-
ures 53, 54, 55, 56, and 57 show the results of one document of
each theme, and their results also imply that the Att*WD and WD
performed most suitably and the Attention did slightly less. From
these results, we can conclude that the Att*WD and WD methods
provided the interpretability, i.e., the basis of classification, most
suitably in an aspect of the evaluation 2-2.

The proposed methods were evaluated in the four evaluation
methods. The WD, Att*WD, and NLG*WD methods had the top-
3 performances for all the evaluation methods. Comparing these
three methods, the Att*WD method achieved the top or nearly
top performances in all the evaluations. The NLG*WD and WD
methods performed a little less in some evaluations. From these,
we can conclude that the NLG*WD, Attn*WD, and WD methods
can extract interpretability suitably and the Att*WD method can
provide interpretability most suitably.

6. Discussion

First, we discuss suitable ways to evaluate methods for pro-
viding interpretability or the basis of a decision. This is a very
difficult discussion. Jay stated that how best to measure rationale
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faithfulness was an open question [16]. In this paper, we defined
four types of indices and evaluated the proposed methods with
them. Each evaluating index has a clear definition for calculating
its quantitative values. Therefore, a method that extracts the word
whose value is the highest as a basis, with calculating the index
value of every word, can have the highest performance. However,
it is not certain that the result assumed correct (e.g., the ranking
list assumed correct answer) is the correct answer as a basis of a
decision. Thus, we evaluated the methods from several aspects
and then concluded. We think our evaluations in several ways
contribute somehow but are not completely correct.

We think the evaluation methods 1-1 and 1-2 are suitable in
an aspect. That is, previous works [16], [17], [18] were based
on word deletion and their merits have been recognized. On the
other hand, these have limitations due to the multi-layer nonlin-
ear structure of neural networks. For example, deletion of all the
words in a set of words has an effect on the output value and dele-
tion of a part of the set does not. In such a case, evaluating the
impact of each word individually may be inaccurate. We think
that we may improve our evaluating method by measuring the
impact of each set of words. However, the number of combina-
tions of words can be significantly large and this cannot be easily
achieved. Further discussion on ways to evaluate is future work.

Second, we discuss the characteristics and performance of each
method. We can easily predict that Attention would have a strong
correlation with the magnitude of the effect on the classification
results. However, since it does not have a sign, positive or nega-
tive, we expected that Attention should be supported by a method
for providing a sign, and then the Att*WD method outperformed
the Attention method. Although the WD method has both the
magnitude and the sign, we expected that its magnitude may not
be highly accurate because the document including one word did
not take context into account. Practically, its accuracy is not nec-
essarily high as shown in the evaluation method 1-2. However, we
expected more accurate inference on an easier two-class inference
of whether positive or negative. We then expected that NLG*WD
and other methods supported by the WD would have performed
better. Focusing on NLG and Attention supported by WD, we can
see that both of them performed well from the comparison with
the random method in evaluation method 1-2. Comparing these
two methods, we can see that NLG performed slightly better. We
think that this is mainly because the gradient, based on Smooth-
Grad, is an index that directly investigates the influence on the
final effect, while Attention is one of the causes.

Third, we discuss the effect of word deletion for LSTM-based
models. We deleted some words from sentences and input these
incomplete sentences into an LSTM-based neural network. We
can expect that the LSTM-based model can analyze these sen-
tences nearly as expected, at least in an aspect of classification,
even though these are incomplete. Figure 10 to Fig. 19 show that
the output values change continuously as the number of deleted
words increases. This implies that a value near the original value
can be obtained even if a few words are deleted. However, we
think that another way to evaluate methods without creating in-
complete sentences also should be discussed, and using mask to-
kens with BERT is one of the most promising evaluating ways.

Finally, we discuss the reason why the order of methods differs
depending on the evaluation methods. The evaluation methods
2-1 and 2-2 presented the same order. The evaluation method 1-1
also presented very similar results to the evaluation methods 2-1
and 2-2. The evaluation method 1-2 provided a slightly differ-
ent order. the NLG*WD and Att*WD methods outperformed the
WD method in the evaluation method 1-2 while the WD method
outperformed in the other evaluation methods. In the case of
Fig. 25, the performance of the WD method was low. This im-
plies that the performance of the WD method depends on a target
sentence. We expect that the WD method does not work well in
some cases such as a case its context, which may be monitored
by Attention, has a strong impact on its classification because the
WD method does not take a context into account. However, the
difference between these three methods was not large and we can
expect these methods can achieve sufficient performance.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on the provision of interpretability,
which is extraction words that have a strong influence on the de-
cision, in natural language processing by deep learning and pro-
posed five methods for providing. We then evaluated these meth-
ods with a news documents classification task by LSTM with self-
attention using four different evaluation methods. The evaluation
results showed that the method using the NLG and WD could
provide interpretability most suitably in most cases. The NLG
method was based on SmoothGrad, which is a method for giving
interpretability on image recognition and extended to NLP. The
WD method evaluated each word by creating a document that
contains only one word and inputting the document to the neural
network.

For future work, we plan to evaluate the method using more
documents, discuss the appropriate evaluation method of provi-
sion of interpretation, and discuss evaluation based on using mask
tokens with BERT instead of deleting words.
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